Extended disordered proteins: targeting function with less scaffold.
It has been estimated that a large fraction of cellular proteins are natively disordered. Current opinion largely holds that natively disordered proteins are more 'adaptive', leading to advantages in regulation and in binding diverse ligands. Here, we argue for another, simple, physically based reason. Disordered proteins often have large intermolecular interfaces, the size of which is dictated by protein function. For proteins to be stable as monomers with extensive interfaces, protein size would need to be 2-3 times larger. This would either increase cellular crowding or enlarge the size of the cell by 15-30%, owing to the increase in the sequence length. Smaller sizes of cells, proteins, DNA and RNA conserve energy. Thus, disordered proteins provide a simple yet elegant solution to having large intermolecular interfaces, but with smaller protein, genome and cell sizes.